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Abstract

Objective
To investigate the perceived utility, usability and usefulness and the effectiveness of a feedback device (GRASP) that displays time delay between start of hand movement towards an object and start of hand opening.

Design
There were two investigations comprising user trials and multiple baseline single case studies.

Initial prototype testing on two participants identified key adjustments. Four therapists and five participants with stroke then trialled the prototype and completed questionnaires. Single case studies used a multiple baseline across subjects design. A single baseline phase was followed by a single intervention phase, each subject performing forty repetitions of reaching to grasp a jar. Two subjects underwent each baseline phase. Random assignment to baseline phase was used.

Setting
A physiotherapy department or the participant’s home.

Participants
A consecutive sample of seven stroke participants were recruited from the community setting for user trials. Inclusion criteria were middle cerebral artery or parietal stroke and a Rivermead Motor Assessment score of 6 or more.

Six further participants took part in the case studies, with additional inclusion criteria of time between start of hand opening and transport more than 60 ms.

**Interventions**

Blocked practice of a reach-to-grasp task was performed while feedback was provided to participants with GRASP.

**Main outcome measures**

The outcome measure in the single case studies was time between start of transport and start of grasp.

**Results**

User trial results supported the utility, usability, usefulness and value of GRASP. Case studies indicated a significant decrease in time delay between start of transport and grasp.

**Conclusions**

This pilot investigation indicates that GRASP is a potentially useful adjunct to physiotherapy after stroke.

**Key words**
Stroke, Physical Therapy, Feedback, Equipment and Supplies
INTRODUCTION

Impairments of upper limb movements after stroke are often persistent and disabling, with only 20% to 56% of participants regaining useful upper limb function after three months. New technologies to assist more people to regain useful arm movement following stroke would therefore have major benefits. An important motor impairment resulting from stroke is a lack of coordination between arm and hand. This report evaluates a feedback device that can be used to improve the coordination of arm and hand at the beginning of a reach-to-grasp movement.

In healthy subjects, for a given reach-to-grasp movement the hand follows a characteristic path and trajectory as it moves towards an object, described as the ‘transport’ component (change over time of the position of the wrist) and the hand opens and closes on the object, the ‘grasp’ component (change over time of the distance between the index finger and thumb). Neurophysiological evidence supports separate but interdependent visuomotor control channels for these two components.

Transport and grasp must be coordinated to ensure that the object is grasped successfully. An invariant temporal relationship exists between the two components, where the start time of the hand opening is correlated with the start of hand movement towards the object, and the time of maximum hand opening is correlated with the time of peak deceleration of the hand.

Following stroke, two groups of participants have so far been identified as having difficulties with this temporal coordination of reach-to-grasp compared to healthy subjects: those with lesions affecting the middle cerebral artery (MCA) and those with
lesions to the cerebellum. One study showed that participants with stroke affecting the
territory of the MCA have less significant correlations between the above events
compared to healthy participants, both at the start of the reach and at the time of
maximum aperture. In two further groups of patients with heterogenous stroke lesion
sites, two patients did not begin their hand opening until near the end of the transport
and there was an impaired ability to adjust timing of grasp for different sized objects.
Secondly, in a study of cerebellar participants the hand opened early and with more
variable timing than healthy participants.
Having access to feedback about the time between the start of hand opening and the start
of transport could be used to direct the participant’s efforts to timing these events to start
together, thereby inducing a more normal temporal coordination of reach-to-grasp. There
are currently no feedback devices that perform this function for reach-to-grasp. However,
other feedback devices used with stroke participants have been found to significantly
improve motor performance, for example to encourage symmetrical weight bearing in
standing up, and for balance in sitting.

The objectives of this report are to (a) describe a device called ‘GRASP’ – ‘grasp
rehabilitation accessory for stroke participants’ that gives feedback to both participant
and therapist about the time lag between the start of hand opening and the start of the
transport, (b) to report the results of user trials to assess its perceived utility, perceived
usability and perceived usefulness from the point of view of both participant and therapist
and (c) to report the results of a series of multiple baseline statistical analyses, designed
to assess the effectiveness of the device for improving the coordination of arm and hand
at the beginning of a reach-to-grasp movement. This study focused on a group of
participants with middle cerebral artery stroke or parietal lobe damage because these
kinds of participants were prevalent in a previous study demonstrating difficulties with
coordination at the start of reach-to-grasp \(^3\) and the parietal cortex has been implicated in
control of reach-to-grasp in several studies \(^{15,16}\).

**DEVICE DESCRIPTION**

The device comprises (1) sensors to detect the first and second body part movements; (2)
a timer measuring the time lapsed between detection of the first and second movements;
and (3) a user interface communicating the lapsed time to the participant and therapist.

Communication of the lapsed time enables instant feedback on the correlation of the two
events and therefore on their coordination at the start of the movement. It also allows
successive movements to be compared and the temporal order of the movements to be
seen, i.e. whether the hand opened or moved forward first.

Both sensors are touch sensors comprising contact electrodes configured to monitor the
electrical conductivity of a user’s body through the skin surface. The hand sensor
comprises a thumb electrode with a metallic outer surface such that placing a forefinger
into contact initiates a grasp-closed condition. The wrist sensor comprises a metallic base
plate configured to detect gross contact of a user’s lower arm or wrist when at rest. A
wristband worn on the other arm, holds the electrical potential of the user’s body at a local system ground.

Onset of motion is detected by instant of loss of contact of either the thumb electrode or the wrist electrode. This triggers the start of timing. Subsequent loss of contact of the remaining electrode stops the timer and the resulting lapsed time is displayed to the user.

A system schematic diagram of GRASP is shown in Figure 1 and a photograph in Figure 2. The two electrodes and wristband are connected by leads to the control unit. The thumb electrode is a copper ring with an insulated plastic inner surface. Several sizes are available to comfortably fit over an adult thumb. The wrist electrode comprises a circular stainless steel base plate of a size to accommodate an adult user’s wrist and hand when in a loose fist. The wristband is an elasticised bracelet of the type used widely in the electronics industry as a static grounding system. The materials are stainless steel and plastic and can be cleaned with alcohol or soapy water.

Any danger of electric shock is removed by using a low and isolated internal source voltage (12 V) complying with SELV as defined by IEE Regulations – 16 Edition. Such voltages are considered universally hazard free. A patent application has been published.
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USER TRIALS

Participants

Stroke participants were recruited consecutively from physiotherapy outpatient departments. Inclusion criteria were: middle cerebral artery or parietal stroke, and a score of 3 or more on the arm section of the Rivermead Motor Assessment (able to reach and pick up a tennis ball and release on thigh). Exclusion criteria were: cognitive dysfunction which prevented understanding of the task, severe concurrent medical problems that prevent repetitive reaching (including shoulder pain), or lack of informed consent. Seven participants with stroke took part. Significant problems can be identified using this method with this number of subjects, in user trials 18. Four therapists who were providing routine care to the five stroke participants in the second stage of the user trials were also recruited. All testing took place in the location where they received their routine physiotherapy treatment, which was either in the inpatient or outpatient physiotherapy department, or at the participant’s home. Approval was obtained for all procedures from the local Research Ethics Committee and from the Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency. The participant group (Table 1) consisted of 3 women and 4 men, with a mean age of 60.9 years (SD 16.95) and time since event causing brain damage was 19.7 months (SD 13.4). To describe the participant group in more detail, the following assessments were performed: arm section of the Rivermead Motor Assessment 19, Modified Ashworth scale (muscle tone) 20, star cancellation (neglect), Rey figure copy (spatial perception) 21, Arm Position Matching test (proprioception) 22, Nottingham Sensory Assessment (proprioception in single case studies) and a test for optic ataxia
adapted from the ‘reaching for an object’ test described by Perenin (2003) (Table 1). None had receptive or expressive communication difficulties. In summary, the group had a moderate degree of arm impairment, no loss of proprioception, minor increases in muscle tone and several participants had neglect, optic ataxia, and impairments of spatial perception.

Design

The study design comprised an iterative investigation with two stages to allow scope for the prototype to be modified in response to the research findings. Initially the prototype was tested by the researcher on two participants with stroke, followed by a semi-structured interview with the participants. Adjustments to the device were made, based on the findings. In the second stage four therapists and five participants with stroke used the adjusted prototype and then completed a questionnaire.

Procedure: Stage One

One researcher conducted the first two testing sessions and semi-structured interviews. The practice session lasted for 30 minutes, with GRASP used to provide feedback to the participant to improve synchronization of the start of movement and the start of hand opening. Blocked practice of reach-to-grasp was used, and practice of the task was varied by altering size of object, direction, speed, or height of the movement as appropriate. The participant was informed about: (a) the time lag between the start of transport and start of grasp, by directing the participant’s attention to the timer display after each attempt, and (b) which component occurred first.
A semi-structured interview with the participant was conducted immediately after the practice and was tape recorded. The topics included: (a) usability: how easy it was to put on and use the device, how comfortable it was, how easy it was to read the time display, and whether the participant had any concerns about using it; (b) utility: “The device is supposed to make the hand opening and the movement forward happen at approximately the same time. In your opinion, does the device do this?”; (c) usefulness: whether the participant thought that using the device had any effect and what these effects were, whether they thought that either moving the hand forward, opening the hand or coordination of these two were improved by using the device, and whether extra value had been added to the usual physiotherapy treatment.

Interviews were transcribed verbatim and categories identified from the data grouped into themes. The researcher and the device manufacturer conferred on the themes until agreement was reached regarding changes to the device. Some minor adjustments to the device were made after the first two participants had been tested (reported in results).

Procedure: Stage Two

Therapists were given a short training session on set up and use of the device and were provided with instructions. Then, the device was put on once and the stroke participant performed blocked practice of reach-to-grasp for 30 minutes. In order to resemble how the device would be used in routine clinical practice, the therapist was allowed to use their clinical judgement to vary the task by altering size of object, direction, speed, or
height of the movement as appropriate, and to decide on the number of repetitions to be performed. The therapist and participant completed separate questionnaires after practice, without the researcher being present.

The questions were the same as in the interview conducted with the first two participants with the following additional questions included in the therapist questionnaire: “How useful is it to have a measurement of the time between the start of hand opening and the start of hand movement forward?” and “Does using the device improve your ability to give feedback to participants about arm coordination?” A combination of open and closed questions was used.

**Data analysis**

Results from all seven stroke participants were combined. Numbers of responses to each question were reported, with examples of answers to open questions.

**RESULTS**

*Results of Interviews*

The interviews showed that none of the participants had concerns about using GRASP. Participant 1 found it easy to put on and use, but the other less able participant 2 found the wires interfered with movement and suggested an improved fit of the thumb piece. He needed assistance to place the fingertip on the thumb electrode and to maintain that position. Neither participant felt able to comment on whether the device had improved
the ability to make the hand opening and forward movement happen at the same time. Participant 1 felt that it would have been more useful earlier after his stroke, when he had a limited and delayed opening of the hand. Following the interviews, the following changes were made to GRASP. The wire between the wrist band and wrist plate was lengthened to avoid interference with reaching. In addition a set of instructions for therapists using GRASP was written which included: 1) placing of components so as not to interfere with reaching movements 2) photographs for ideal set-up for left and right hand use 3) selecting the correct size of thumb piece and 4) instructions to perform blocked practice of reach-to-grasp incorporating variation of the task by altering size of object, direction, speed, or height of the movement as appropriate.

Results of questionnaires

Perceived Usability: Four participants reported that the GRASP was easy to put on and four out of five participants reported that it was easy to use. Participant 6 found it difficult to use because she could not easily position the finger to obtain the finger-thumb contact necessary to trigger the recording of the device. All participants reported that it was comfortable to wear and all found it easy to see the digital time display. No one reported any concerns about using GRASP. All therapists found it easy to put on the device and to see the digital display. The therapist treating participant 6 noted the difficulty in opposing the finger to the thumb consistently, therefore delaying each trial.

Perceived Utility
All participants and therapists thought that the GRASP did fulfil its purpose of encouraging the hand opening and the forward movement of the hand to happen at approximately the same time.

**Perceived usefulness**

In answer to the question asking whether it had improved specific aspects of reach-to-grasp, three participants answered that GRASP improved their coordination and moving their hand forward, and two participants that it improved their hand opening. Participant 5 found it helped to quicken her reach. When asked if GRASP added extra value compared to the usual physiotherapy treatment, all participants answered yes, with the following comments: “It gives encouragement to move your hand faster”, “Gives good quality feedback on performance”, “It helps me to know how fast I am”, “Something you could do at home” and “Good for people with weak arms”.

Therapists answered yes to the initial question ‘Has the device had any effect?’ for 3 of the practice sessions, citing the participant’s enjoyment in using the device, an increased motivation to try to reduce the latency between start of reach and start of grasp, that the feedback allowed the participant to measure his performance and motivated him to continue, highlighting for the participant the importance of hand opening, and an improved orientation of the head to the hand in one participant with neglect. Twice therapists answered negatively to this question, one stating that the particular participant’s abilities were of too high a level and that it might be more effective in participants with more impairment, and the other noting no systematic changes in performance. When asked whether it had improved specific aspects of reach-to-grasp,
three therapists answered that it had improved coordination and hand opening, and one that it improved the forward movement of the hand. One other positive effect was noted, which was that it “improved the quality of hand preparation for reach-to-grasp” (therapist of participant 4). The two therapists who answered negatively to the initial question on perceived usefulness answered similarly to these more specific questions.

All therapists thought it added extra value to the usual physiotherapy treatment, and two therapists added the following comments: “In general yes (it adds extra value), but this participant did not seem to find it useful” and “Alongside other treatment it may be helpful with carefully selected participants; it would be good to see if there is carry over into function/activities of daily living”.

**DISCUSSION**

Participants and therapists in user trials supported most aspects of the usability of GRASP, with the exception that three participants and one therapist thought the finger to thumb contact at the beginning of each trial could be improved. Two of these participants had a relatively low score of 3 on the arm section of the Rivermead Motor Assessment, and so this problem may be more prevalent with more impaired participants.

The opinions of the utility of GRASP were unanimously positive within the group answering the questionnaire. With the exception that one therapist thought the participant had difficulty in understanding what the device measures, all the users understood its purpose and thought it would fulfil this purpose.
Several participants thought the feedback from the device was useful to improve coordination and hand opening in reach-to-grasp. Studies are needed to establish relative benefits of different types of feedback in stroke rehabilitation, including kinematic feedback, so this study contributes in part to this process of investigation by providing a new means of giving kinematic feedback to participants.

Other reasons given related to the participant having improved attention to the task, either by focusing on the particular aspect to be improved, or attending more to the neglected hand. Devices such as GRASP could potentially have an important role in focusing attention, which is necessary for motor learning to occur.

All participants thought it added value as an adjunct to the usual treatment. This is the usual role of feedback devices in stroke rehabilitation and GRASP is intended to be used as an adjunct to usual training. Both therapists and participants with stroke commented that it might have been more useful at a different stage in their recovery, or with a participant with different movement deficits. It is likely that there is both a lower and upper limit of suitability. Participants who are unable to oppose their finger and thumb and maintain that position will find the start position difficult. Participants who already grasp well may find that reach and hand opening are already well coordinated. However, both groups of participants might benefit from GRASP in that it may encourage them to move faster, which in itself is likely to lead to better coordination as there are higher correlations between the start of transport and grasp in fast movements.
Two of the participants felt improvements might be greater with more practice. This is likely to be true as a greater intensity of upper limb practice has been shown to improve outcomes after stroke\textsuperscript{27}. The most effective dose could be established by a dose-ranging study\textsuperscript{28}. Intensity is related to the question of whether any improvement would last and transfer to everyday functional activity, raised by one of the therapists. The intensity of practice necessary with GRASP to produce a learning effect will need to be established.

MULTIPLE BASELINE STATISTICAL ANALYSES

Participants

Recruitment, setting and inclusion and exclusion criteria were the same as for user trials with an additional inclusion criteria being ‘time between start of hand opening and start of hand transport > 60 ms’. Six stroke participants took part, none of whom had taken part in the user trials described in the previous section. The participant group consisted of 2 women and 4 men, with a mean age of 48.2 years (SD 14.6) and time since event causing brain damage was 22.1 months (SD 19.2). All CT scans reported parietal or middle cerebral artery involvement. None had receptive but two had expressive communication difficulties. The same clinical assessments were performed as for the user trials (Table 2). In summary, the group had a moderate degree of arm impairment, minor increases in muscle tone apart from participant 6, minor proprioception loss except for participant 3, minimal presence of neglect, optic ataxia, and impairments of spatial perception.
Design

Six single case studies were conducted, each consisting of 40 reach-to-grasp trials. Each trial consisted of the task of reaching to grasp a jar. A multiple baseline across subjects design was the design of choice because the participants’ performance was not expected to revert to baseline after withdrawal of the intervention. The first series of trials was conducted with the device attached as a mechanism to report performance but without feedback being given to the participant. This first series of trials (further referred to as ‘baseline’) consisted of a randomly assigned length of 10, 15 or 20 repetitions. The baseline trials were followed by a series of intervention trials, which consisted of 30, 25 or 20 trials, depending on the length of the baseline phase. Two subjects were assigned a baseline of 10, two a baseline of 15 and two a baseline of 20 trials. Random assignment to length of baseline phase was used, using a computer generated sequence and opaque, sealed envelopes. These were opened by a person not involved as a study investigator.

Procedure

Two research physiotherapists who were not involved with the design of GRASP conducted these studies. The subject’s task was to reach to grasp a glass jar (height 92mm, diameter 70 mm, weight 230g), placed 30 cm anterior to the starting position of the hand, and move it onto a round mat (14 cm diameter) on the table, placed closer to the body (near edge of mat 5 cm in front of start position). The start position of the hand was directly in front of the elbow, and the jar was positioned directly ahead of the hand so that no change in shoulder rotation was normally required to grasp the jar. In the start position, the finger and thumb sensor were touching, the forearm was in mid-pronation,
the elbow at approximately 100 degrees flexion, and the wrist rested on the metal plate, the edge of which was positioned at the edge of the table. The other arm rested in the participant’s lap. Instructions to the subject were “reach forward, pick up the jar, and place it on the mat”.

The baseline phase was conducted, for the required number of trials, without feedback. Then the intervention phase was conducted, with feedback to the participant. The following instructions were given to the subject at the beginning of the intervention phase:

“When reaching to grasp an object, the start of your hand opening and the start of your arm movement forwards, usually occur at the same time, i.e. they are synchronised. Some people with stroke have difficulty with this synchronisation. This machine is designed to give you feedback to make these two events more synchronised.

The display will tell you the time, in number of milliseconds, between the two events. Your aim is to try to make this number as small as possible, by thinking about making the start of the hand opening and the start of arm movement forward, happen at the same time”.

The subject then performed one trial with the less affected arm. Then the device was attached to the affected arm and the required number of trials were performed for the intervention phase. After each trial, the participant observed the result shown on the display, which indicated the time between the start of hand transport and start of grasp, in milliseconds, and which of these components started first.
Outcome measure

The outcome measure was the time between start of hand transport and start of grasp, measured in milliseconds, by GRASP. This was recorded for each of the 40 trials of each of the participants.

Data analysis

Our data consist of the recorded time (in milliseconds) for each of the 240 trials (6 participants, 40 trials each). Additionally, for each trial we know whether it was part of the baseline phase or part of the intervention phase. Because the data are clustered by participant, each of whom embodies a set of unique characteristics that affect the dependent variable, it is necessary to control for the identity of the participant when analysing the variation in the 240 outcomes. We therefore conducted multilevel modelling (using the MLwiN 2.15 software). A random effects model, as presented below was specified with two levels – the response (time between start of transport and start of grasp), and the participant, with phase included as an explanatory variable:

\[
\text{Response}_{ij} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \text{Phase}_{ij} + e_{ij}
\]

\[
\beta_{0j} = \beta_0 + u_{0j}
\]

\[
u_{0j} \sim N(0, \sigma^2_{u0}) \sigma^2_{u0}
\]

\[
e_{ij} \sim N(0, \sigma^2_e) \sigma^2_e
\]

Where \(i\) = trial value (from 1 to 240 trials), \(j\) = participant, \(\beta_0\) is the (average) intercept, \(\beta_{0j}\) is the random intercept, \(e\) = response residual, \(u\) = participant-specific intercept residual, \(N\) = normal distribution and \(\sigma^2\) = variance. Finally, the coefficient of substantive interest, \(\beta_1\), reflects the average difference between the values of the dependent variable in the base-line phase and the intervention phase while controlling for differences between
participants. In other words, it is the estimate of the effect of the use of the device as a feedback mechanism for participant and therapist.

RESULTS

All participants completed 40 trials. Results are shown graphically in Figure 3. The estimates of the random effects model specified above are (with standard errors of estimates between brackets):

\[
\text{Response}_{ij} = \beta_0j + -235.56 (56.33)\text{Phase}_{ij} + \epsilon_{ij}
\]

\[
\beta_0j = 738.56 (152.62) + u_{0j}
\]

\[
u_{0j} \sim \text{N}(0,\sigma_u^2 \quad \sigma_u^2 = 85207.97 (51654.53))
\]

\[
\epsilon_{ij} \sim \text{N}(0,\sigma_e^2 \quad \sigma_e^2 = 170952.93 (15804.68))
\]

The estimated decrease in the time between start of transport and start of grasp as a consequence of the intervention is highly significant (p<.0001), just over 235 ms. with a standard error of 56.33.

DISCUSSION

Participants were able to use the feedback to significantly reduce the time lag between the start of transport and the start of grasp. Thus GRASP could act as a useful adjunct to current physiotherapy intervention for coordination.
A limitation of this study was the small sample size, however for a trial of a prototype this was considered adequate. Based on these findings a second prototype will be developed that is suitable for a larger range of motor impairment. The most effective dose may then be established via a dose-ranging study, followed by a controlled clinical trial designed to test whether using GRASP as an adjunct to reach-to-grasp training yields better outcomes than reach-to-grasp training alone.

CONCLUSION

Participants with stroke and therapists were mostly supportive of the usability, utility and usefulness of GRASP. Feedback from GRASP resulted in a significant reduction in the time between onset of hand opening and arm movement forward. This pilot investigation of GRASP indicates that it is potentially beneficial as an adjunct to physiotherapy training of reach-to-grasp function after stroke.
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Figure Legends

Figure 1. GRASP ready to record a reaching movement

Figure 2. Results for baseline and intervention phases for participants 1 to 6. Trial number is shown on the horizontal axis and time between start of hand transport and start of grasp (ms) is shown on the vertical axis.
Table 1. Characteristics of participants in user trials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant no.</th>
<th>CT scan result</th>
<th>Time since stroke (months)</th>
<th>Arm function *</th>
<th>Muscle tone (wrist, finger, elbow) †</th>
<th>Neglect §</th>
<th>Spatial perception</th>
<th>Optic ataxia ∏</th>
<th>Proprioception #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>R parietal infarct</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1,1,2</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>R frontal and posterior parietal lesion</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3,3,2</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>1.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>R low attenuation cerebral hemisphere</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1,1,3</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>R middle cerebral artery infarct</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1,0,1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>L intracerebral bleed</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0,0,0</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>R Middle cerebral</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1,0,2</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>2.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
artery infarct

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L fronto-parietal meningioma</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- * Arm function (Rivermead Motor Assessment) maximum score, 15.
- † Muscle tone (Modified Ashworth Scale) score range: 0, no increase in muscle tone; 4, affected part rigid in flexion or extension.
- § Neglect (star cancellation) normal scoring range, 51-54; spatial perception (Rey figure copy) normal scoring range, 31-36.
- ∏ Optic ataxia: maximum score, 40.
- # Proprioception: all scores shown are within range of normal population
- ** unable to test
Table 2. Characteristics of participants in single case studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant no.</th>
<th>CT scan result</th>
<th>Time since stroke (months)</th>
<th>Arm function*</th>
<th>Muscle tone (wrist, finger, elbow)</th>
<th>Neglect §</th>
<th>Spatial perception</th>
<th>Optic ataxia</th>
<th>Proprioception (wrist, finger, elbow) †</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Right middle cerebral artery infarct</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1,0,1</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>3,2,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Right middle cerebral artery infarct, particularly parieto-temporal junction and internal capsule</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1,1,0</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>2,0,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Left fronto-parietal infract</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0,0,0</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>2,3,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Left Parietal intracranial haemorrhage</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0,0,1</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>3,3,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Left middle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0,0,1</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>3,2,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cerebral</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
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- * Arm function (Rivermead Motor Assessment) maximum score, 15.
- † Muscle tone (Modified Ashworth Scale) score range: 0, no increase in muscle tone; 4, affected part rigid in flexion or extension.
- § Neglect (star cancellation) normal scoring range, 51-54; spatial perception (Rey figure copy) normal scoring range, 31-36.
- †† Optic ataxia: maximum score, 40.
- # Proprioception (Nottingham Sensory Assessment) score range: 0, no appreciation of movement; 1, appreciates movement takes place but direction incorrect; 2, mirror the direction of the test movement, but it inaccurate in its new position; 3, Accurately mirrors the test movement to within 10° of the new test position
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